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11Abstract
12Giving students opportunities to work collaboratively with complex online information is
13important for the development of democratic citizenship, but providing and structuring these
14opportunities poses pedagogical challenges. In this study, we investigate how digital mapping
15tools developed within Science and Technology Studies (STS) are used by upper secondary
16science students for the collaborative exploration and ordering of controversial socio-scientific
17issues (SSIs) found online. Our sociocultural approach to detailed analysis of video data reveals
18how students synchronously construct shared interactive visualizations and respond collabora-
19tively to mediating features of the network visualization tool for handling multiple perspectives
20and information encountered online. The analysis shows how the tool-mediated activity provided
21means for students to work out what is relevant and useful in a corpus of online data. We unpack
22the details of the complex dynamics of this process of evaluating and categorizing websites,
23uncovering ways that interaction with emerging knowledge artefacts is co-constitutive of partic-
24ipation in the local setting. In particular, this analysis reveals how the tool-mediating activity
25slows down the process of judging and categorizing online material in terms of criteria such as
26institutional status, trustworthiness, and position of a controversy. Furthermore, it reveals that
27alignments and misalignments between the digital tool used and students’ own logics prompted
28students to engage in productive collaborative negotiation of how to make sense of a controversy.

29Keywords SSI . Digital mapping tools .Mediational means . Complexity . Information seeking .

30Science education
31

32Introduction

33In this study, we explore how upper secondary science students use a network visualization
34tool for the collaborative exploration and ordering of websites encountered when searching
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35and browsing for controversial socio-scientific issues (SSIs). This activity responds to ways
36that contemporary citizens in industrialized countries are faced with handling a complex
37knowledge-intensive world where current developments in science and technology are a
38prominent part of the socio-political landscape. A contemporary concern is that internet is
39promoting an increasingly fragmented and polarized citizenry, and it has been argued that
40restrictions and limitations of digital tools may impact citizenship in the twenty-first century
41(Choi et al. 2017; Flaxman et al. 2016) Through networked digital media, an overwhelming
42amount of conflicting knowledge claims from different actors and fields have become readily
43available for many and raise issues of concern. Consider for instance the issues of vaccinations,
44climate change and genetically modified organisms. Understanding these issues of concern
45calls for the creation of activities in classrooms that enable young people to reflect critically
46and carefully by examining the actors, their claims, interests and affiliations (Walsh and
47Tsurusaki 2017; Zeidler 2014). Key to such examinations are the abilities to navigate and
48critique the content available via information and communication technologies with the
49supporting strategies necessary for handling the abundance of information (Chung and
50Neuman 2007). Perhaps the most widely used tool for navigating online information is search
51engines, but they have been criticized for introducing bias, most notably via selection and
52ranking algorithms that tend to favor popular, sponsored and institutionally accredited sources
53(Granka 2010; Introna and Nissenbaum 2000). Given these concerns and the curricula in many
54jurisdictions that require schools to address issues of scientific and information literacy,
55schools are faced with the challenge of helping students to develop the digital competence
56to constructively handle controversial SSIs encountered online.
57Despite the relevancy of the issues, there is still little empirical evidence for what teachers
58and students actually do with material about SSIs found by students on the internet
59(Klosterman et al. 2012). Some research has explored collaborative information seeking in
60educational contexts (Lin and Tsai 2012; Wu and Tsai 2011), however few studies have been
61based on direct observation (Knight and Mercer 2014). While several reports have explicitly
62highlighted students’ perceptions of SSI complexity as a desired educational outcome (Pedretti
63and Nazir 2011), studies of the search behaviors of upper secondary science majors that have
64been conducted generally indicate the need for more guidance for students when they search
65for SSIs online (Hsu et al. 2014). The provision of such guidance necessitates approaches for
66helping students to both explore and order information, and to conceptualize and unpack
67controversies.
68One means to represent the complexities of the information encountered online in a
69condensed and more readable form has been termed controversy mapping (Venturini
702010b). Venturini and Latour (2010) argue that a relevant approach to mapping controversies
71is the extraction and analysis of digital information through the digital traces a controversy
72leaves. Engaging with a controversy through digital inquiry is a potential means to help clarify
73SSIs for secondary school students and their peers by providing means to make visualizations
74that can both encompass the complexity and make the complexity legible. Our study reports on
75the introduction of digital mapping tools to a school context. In our empirical case, students are
76not provided information on controversial SSIs by teachers. Instead, controversy mapping is
77used as an attempt to equip students with the means to observe and describe on-going issues
78for themselves, but embedded within a classroom project designed by teachers. It is well
79documented that the introduction of new technologies in existing practices is complex and
80time-consuming and that there is a need to more closely examine how the meaning and
81functions of CSCL applications such as digital mappings tools are actually constituted in
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82practice (Arnseth Q1and Ludvigsen 2006; Stahl et al. 2006). Similarly, while issues relating to the
83implementation of ‘effective’ learning technologies are of importance to the field of education,
84it has been argued that greater attention needs to be paid to how digital technologies, often not
85developed for educational settings, are actually being used in schools (Selwyn 2011).
86Responding to these calls, the aim of this study is to contribute to our understanding of how
87technology originally used for teaching and research at universities to investigate
88sociotechnical debates (Venturini 2010b) enables productive collaboration and discussion in
89the classroom. This is accomplished by examining how students engage with digital mapping
90tools to make the complexity of SSIs encountered online more legible. Before presenting the
91specific network visualization tools used by the students to explore and order the complexities
92of the issues encountered online, we will review CSCL research that has reported on students
93handling of information encountered on the internet and students use of visualization tools for
94unpacking complex issues.

95A socio-cultural approach to students’ use of digital mapping tools

96In this article, we adopt a sociocultural approach to the study of students ordering of
97complexities using digital mapping tools. In a sociocultural tradition the analogy of ‘tools’
98was introduced to argue that cultural artifacts are fundamental for human activities and are
99recognized as the means through which we as humans make meaning and accomplish
100significant cultural change (Wertsch 1998). The notion of artifacts in this tradition, resists
101the distinction between the material and the ideational as a premise, and instead set out to
102investigate, for instance, how particular tangible designs such as pen and paper mediate social
103activities in particular ways with particular consequences when relied upon in use. Artifacts
104most importantly provide ways to pursue specific activities, act on things, and coordinate
105collaboration in situated practices. We study action by taking into account the interdepen-
106dencies between students and artefacts such as mapping tools, and focus on social interaction
107with artefacts. With this approach, the unit of analysis becomes tool-mediated activities (Säljö
1081999). That is, the ways participants engage in activities with, and in relation, to the
109technologies and other artefacts present in a situation. This analytical stance provides a way
110of accounting for how human action is socioculturally embedded, contingent on social,
111institutional, and material conditions (Wertsch 1998).
112The visualization tools used in this study have been developed for controversy mapping by
113researchers in university contexts. When we study how these tools are put to use in a school
114context, we need to take into account that students pay attention to, describe and act in
115response to what the school context allows and encourages (Säljö 2010). When students
116engage with these tools, it becomes relevant to analyze how they orient towards the task they
117have been given, and what they need to collaboratively accomplish in the specific setting.
118Ethnographic data make it possible to scrutinize how the activities of students are part of
119locally situated contexts and institutional practices. Our approach to CSCL, takes into account
120the interactional and contextual features of human discourse and action, and students’ ideas
121and perspectives on topics are understood to be generated and sustained through the social and
122material features of interaction displayed through students collaboration with tools. From this
123theoretical perspective, collective construction of a more legible representation of a contro-
124versy in a map, is made possible by the mutual coordinated interactions by the different
125participants.

International Journal of Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning
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126Research on collaborative information seeking online

127As mentioned in the introduction, studies of students’ handling of information found online
128based on direct observation are relatively scarce and there have been calls for greater attention
129to be paid to this research area. This gap in the literature is of particular relevance for the CSCL
130field where a recent position paper suggesting future directions for the field argues that the
131necessity of handling a multiplicity of perspectives and uncertainties of information in the
132internet age is of particular concern (Wise and Schwarz 2017). The authors suggest that in
133relation to these issues, an emerging goal for CSCL is to help people effectively engage in the
134process. They argue that the field must expand the scope of its investigations having focused
135on tools of their own design to also include social media (Wise and Schwarz 2017).
136While there is little research to date based on direct observations studies of students
137collaborative handling of information online, studies that address how to support students
138engaged in seeking information online are of relevance to the present study – particularly those
139dealing with science related complex issues (Hsu et al. 2014; Lin and Tsai 2012; Stadtler and
140Bromme 2007; Wu and Tsai 2011). For students working on such issues it is challenging to
141select and examine high-quality relevant sources. For example, Wu and Tsai (2011) tested
142learning outcomes of guided online searching on nuclear power usage. Students instructed to
143search for information related to different perspectives such as technology; ecology and
144economy were reported to outperform an unguided group in terms of reasoning capabilities
145and conceptual understanding. Similar results were reported by Stadtler and Bromme (2007)
146who studied students searching for information on a medical topic. Students who received
147metacognitive prompts where students were asked to reflect on how well they understood the
148information and to indicate the sources of that information, outperformed control groups in
149terms of knowledge about sources, and produced more arguments relating to the sources of
150information. Also structuring the search process, the use of a social bookmarking application
151to support productive behavior was investigated by Lin and Tsai (2012). The application
152enabled asynchronous internet exploration, and students who exhibited an active engagement
153including searching, making bookmarks and commenting on the bookmarks of others were
154reported to exhibit a “deep” level of cognitive engagement and tended to become aware of
155valuable online resources for the assignment (Lin and Tsai 2012). However, irrespective of the
156kind of support students receive, the normative framing of the school context will play a role as
157reported in a recent study conducted by Forte (2015). One finding was that although the design
158of the activity in the study aimed at supporting open collaboration to build a textual artifact,
159specific established school norms still became relevant as students framed tasks in institution-
160ally sanctioned ways (Forte 2015).
161Acknowledging the relevance of providing students with supporting strategies when
162engaging with online information (Lin and Tsai 2012; Stadtler and Bromme 2007; Wu and
163Tsai 2011) and recognizing the institutional framing when analyzing what students attend to
164(Forte 2015), the current study aims to investigate how the students work collaboratively to
165represent online information about controversial issues in a condensed and readable form
166with a visualization tool that has not been developed for pedagogical use in schools.

167Research on visualization creation and use for complex issues

168Learning with representations is a recurring issue in educational research (Furberg et al. 2013)
169and constructing representations of domain understanding has been shown to improve student
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170knowledge (Kolloffel et al. 2011). Kolloffel et al. (2011) compared the effect of different
171representational tools in inquiry learning and concluded that concept maps in particular can
172direct students’ attention to specific aspects of a subject matter and argued that such artefacts
173express students understanding of a domain, crystallizing it and opening up the domain to be
174discussed, elaborated, manipulated and reorganized. In this way, concept maps have been
175reported to be productive for individual student’s abilities to reason, make decisions and
176structure knowledge about climate change (Eggert et al. 2017). Schwendimann and Linn
177(2016) conducted a study building on a tradition of using expert-generated artifacts as a
178reference for self-evaluation of student work (Hmelo-Silver et al. 2007). The students worked
179in an inquiry-based online environment and produced so called Knowledge Integration Maps,
180concept maps which embedded non-normative ideas on evolution. Expert-generated concept
181maps were used as exemplars to help identify gaps in students understanding.
182The present study aims to add to this body of research on two levels. First, we analyze how
183students synchronously co-construct visualizations, although not as “externalizations of stu-
184dents ideas” as is the case with concept mapping (Kolloffel et al. 2011). Rather the network
185visualization tools provide some means for students to work out what is relevant and useful,
186when exploring a controversial issue from a corpus of online data consisting of traces of their
187own searching and websites visited. Students in our study are tasked with producing maps in
188order to open up the controversy to be explored, however unlike Schwendimann and Linn
189(2016), these maps are not like expert-generated concept maps. Instead, the student-produced
190maps in this study, are dynamic performances of the ‘magmatic’ landscapes of controversial
191issues as they unfold online (Venturini 2010a, 2010b Q2) where the goal is to make accountable
192depictions of this landscape. Second, by observing the students actions in situ (Knight and
193Mercer 2014) we aim to analyze the details of the complex dynamics of a process that involves
194categorization and evaluation of websites, acknowledging interaction with emerging knowl-
195edge artefacts as co-constitutive of participation in the local setting.

196Network visualization tools for controversy mapping

197In this study, the students use new methods developed for the analysis of the increasingly
198complex and interconnected nature of controversies. The methods include software such as
199Gephi1 that makes it possible to explore, manipulate and visualize networks of online data.
200Networks of such data are understood as sets of nodes connected by edges. These tools make
201use of algorithms and traditional statistical techniques to help locate various useful points in the
202data, which are then visualized as maps through graph theory (Jacomy et al. 2014). The map is
203the data network corpus transformed into a visual form. These maps are both instruments of
204navigation of the landscape (here: the controversy) and tools to present it. In the activity studied
205here, the students use is a two-step protocol. First, students use a tool2 to collect data while they
206search for information regarding a particular SSI. The tool gathers information about how
207websites are connected through hyperlinks in the form of both inbound and outbound links and
208it builds a corpus of these data. Students then export their corpus of hyperlinks as a network file
209that can be used by Gephi to make a graph where the nodes represent the websites and the edges
210represent the hyperlinks between them. Gephi displays the connections between sites and the
211relative centrality of a website in relation to a particular issue (Fig. 1).

1 Gephi: an interactive visualization and exploration tool for all kinds of networks
2 Navicrawler: is used with Firefox. Downloaded at: http://tools.medialab.sciences-po.fr/
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212When the online data is to be re-presented in visual form using Gephi, and a digital map of
213‘actors’ is generated, the students choose the design. The strategy adopted in Gephi is to allow
214users to see the consequences of their choices in real time. The ‘live’ spatialization process
215makes it possible for the students to observe that there is no such thing as a unique placement
216in the network. They can act on the network by changing the ranking of the nodes, or filtering
217nodes and edges. The software passes on modifications and updates the visualization in real
218time, re-computing and continuously updating the placement of nodes. For example, one way
219to visualize the status of websites in the network is to emphasize those nodes that have many
220inbound hyperlinks. This can be achieved by scaling nodes based on the number of inbound
221hyperlinks so that websites that are linked to by many others, appear larger in the network. In
222addition, the program can be instructed to arrange the nodes spatially based on features such as
223the quantity of edges between them. Thus, websites that connect to each other through many
224individual hyperlinks appear closer together, while those that do not, appear farther apart. Once
225spatialized, users can colorize nodes to create category additional schemes. The students in this
226study could thus mobilize three main visual attributes when creating controversy maps: size,
227position and color. The task of making a representation of the controversy through these visual
228attributes in interaction with the program is indeed entangled with exploring the controversy
229itself: “Left alone, observations in social cartography quickly become too complex to be
230managed. That is why the task of unfolding the complexity of controversies should never be
231separated from the task of ordering such complexity. Exploration and representation always
232come together in cartography.”(Venturini 2010a, p797).

233Controversy mapping as project work in the science classroom:
234The empirical setting

235The project was conducted in an upper-secondary school in a suburban area outside a major
236city in Sweden where participating students were admitted into a somewhat competitive upper
237secondary science program and had thus engaged in more science education than the average
238Swedish citizen. Data was collected in a year 12 class of 18-year-old upper secondary school
239science students working with controversy mapping as part of a three-week long science-in-
240society project in November 2015. The students’ project was collaboratively developed by
241teachers from the upper secondary school, researchers in education and science studies, along
242with a pedagogical developer focused on integration of information technologies (IT). The
243school team involved four experienced teachers (Chemistry, Physics, Swedish and Biology).
244The students worked in small groups on a targeted controversy – electronic waste, HPV
245vaccine, prenatal diagnosis or animal testing in research. At the start of the project, the students
246were provided with goals they were expected to achieve and the requirements for the different
247grades.
248The students were to access, explore, analyze and evaluate different kinds of content in a
249variety of forms encountered on the Internet in accordance with the goals specified in the
250national curriculum.3 They were provided with information about the project including the

3 The Swedish curriculum for science in upper secondary school includes aims for students to develop an ability
to assess different types of information sources, being able to distinguish between scientific and non-scientific
claims https://www.skolverket.se/undervisning/gymnasieskolan/laroplan-program-och-amnen-i-
gymnasieskolan/gymnasieprogrammen)
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251various tasks to prepare for the activities, and grading criteria relevant for the subjects of
252Swedish and Science. The purpose of the project was to work with the following objectives
253from the science curriculum:

254255Students Q3should be given the opportunity to develop an ability to evaluate different types
256of sources and to distinguish between scientific and non-scientific claims.
257258Students should be given the opportunity to develop interest in science issues. The
259education should provide an understanding of how mutual science has influenced and
260influenced each other and, in particular, highlighting the role of science in sustainable
261development issues.
262263Students will also be given the opportunity for ethical discussions about the role of
264science in society.
265

266The overall project was introduced to students by their teachers while the notion of contro-
267versies and the digital mapping tools were introduced by the first author. Following this
268introduction, students started working according to the following procedure:

2691. Surfing and scraping the Internet on one controversial issue. The web browser extension
270Navicrawler logs the URLs for all the webpages visited
2712. Selecting relevant data produced with Navicrawler and importing them to Gephi
2723. Re-presenting the data in visual form using Gephi, generating a digital map of ‘actors’
273involved in the controversy (the activity in focus for this paper). For this activity, students
274worked on individual computers side by side, updating their maps in collaboration. They
275were instructed that the map was to be used in later activities as an aid in explaining and
276discussing their controversy. Students were instructed in the following way:

277278“The purpose of your research is to get a broad picture of the controversy in question.
279When you have your map, you are supposed to analyze it with regard to the following

Fig. 1 An illustrative re-construction showing how websites connected to the issue of HPV vaccine are
connected when visualized through Gephi. The students in this study used the search term ‘HPV vaccine’ to
produce maps typically based on visits to approximately 400 websites
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280questions: What ‘sides’ are present in the controversy? Who are the stakeholders? What
281is their respective position in relation to each other? What connections are there between
282them? What arguments do you find on the different ‘sides’? What are these arguments
283based on? What interests do the stakeholders have?” (from the written instructions
284provided by teachers)
285

2864. Sharing and discussing the map with peers having worked with other controversies
287(Fig. 2)
2885. Participating in a debate, enacting an actor identified in the controversy

289

290To prepare for this task, students were provided with information and questions:

291“You are now to enact a role (the role will be assigned to you) of one of the actors you
292have identified in the mapping - you will then prepare for the press conference... you
293should be prepared for answering questions such as:
294How would you describe the area? What is your attitude towards it? What arguments do
295you have for your case? What kind of opposing argument do you usually encounter?
296Which interests do you represent? What kind of perspectives? What are your arguments
297based on? Why?

2986. Taking part in a reflective seminar

299Data production and analytical procedure

300The project activities of two student groups were documented using tripod mounted video
301cameras positioned to record all the students in each group with microphones placed on the
302Tables (40 h per group were collected in the research project). In addition, recordings of

Fig. 2Q4 Group discussions, presenting and discussing maps produced with peers
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303students’ laptop screens (one for each group) through screen-capture software were collected
304(6 h per group). This screen-capture software was controlled by the student with the software
305on their computer. Use of both video cameras and screen-capture software on students’ laptops
306offered a detailed record of relatively complex group work arrangements that included the use
307of specific software, web resources and printed materials. The recordings were then synchro-
308nized enabling us to analyze interactional features. Given our interest in student use of the
309network visualization tool for exploring and analyzing a controversy, we selected a session of
310Step 3 of the students’ process, “Re-present the data in visual form using Gephi” as the
311analytical focus in this study. We analyzed the process in which the students worked to make
312the map legible through categorization of the websites, and coloring of the corresponding
313nodes accordingly (90 min of synced video recordings) (Fig. 3).
314In order to provide a sense of continuity and to follow the developments of one controversy
315map, we decided to use excerpts from one group. We selected the group working with the HPV
316vaccine controversy, since the map was significantly more elaborated than the map on prenatal
317diagnosis. Since we were interested in how the students made the complexity of the map
318legible, a simpler map implies less collaborative activity and thus less interaction of interest
319among students and with the tools.
320The applied analytical procedure was video-based interaction analysis (IA) used to inves-
321tigate student activity in complex, technology-mediated learning environments (Cekaite 2009;
322Furberg 2016; Jordan and Henderson 1995; Krange and Arnseth 2012). This implies that each
323utterance in a selected excerpt is considered in relation to the on-going interaction. As a result,
324the focus is not on the meaning of single utterances, but on how meaning is created within the
325exchange of utterances (Linell 1998). This analytical approach ensures that the participants’
326concerns and their activities are scrutinized. We explore how the students orient to and
327formulate points they find relevant in relation to visual means provided by the map, i.e. how
328the map mediates students’ activity. Following the tradition of IA the analytical procedure was
329conducted iteratively by viewing the video recordings and the transcripts to distinguish
330patterns in the participants’ activities through their interaction with each other and with the
331digital technology. Through the episodes, we examine in detail how students are using and
332responding to the various mediating features of the tool to understand what the tools provide in
333terms of support, restriction, and guidance for action. The recorded activities (90 min of synced

Fig. 3 The left map from the beginning of the session, and to the right a map towards the end of the session.
Colors represent different categories of actors: Green = public, Blue =media, Pink = against the vaccine
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334video recordings) were watched and discussed; observations of students’ interactions were
335made by the first author and brought to joint video seminars for analytical discussions with the
336rest of the research group. The recordings were transcribed at a general level with detailed
337transcriptions performed once episodes of particular relevance had been identified and trans-
338lations to English made for publication (see Appendix 1 for transcription conventions). We use
339episodes as a bounded sequence, key events focused on the treatment of some problem or issue
340(Linell 1998). Some episodes often reoccurred during the session; such as ´exploring connec-
341tions´, ´getting an overview´ or ´struggling to understand knowledge claims´, whereas the first
342episode ´initial exploration´ of the data body occurred in the beginning. The four episodes
343were selected as time progresses sequentially to illustrate the variability and context-specific
344use of the tools through the students’ process of ordering complexity during the session.
345Instances in every episode are provided through excerpts.
346The following research question has guided our analysis: How do digital mapping
347tools developed for exploring and visualizing controversial issues in the STS field,
348together with the local context, mediate student’s selection, analysis, and critical
349review of online material?

350Findings

351In the following, we present an account of how students described the controversy in terms of
352three emergent category schemes: actors as institutions such as media and government
353agencies, as being positioned as opposing the vaccine, and as truthful or not. As described
354earlier, this activity follows sessions where students collected the URLs of all the webpages
355they visited and imported them into a network visualization program. By means of the selected
356excerpts we will follow Ana and Ted, each having constructed a map on their computer in
357parallel from the same data. In this way, they work together, but in parallel, updating their
358maps from each other’s findings. They make distinctions between types of actors, and color the
359nodes representing them accordingly. After about an hour, a third member of the group, Vicky
360joins. She participates by recalling the names of actors and adjudicating between claims made
361on their websites. For analysis, this activity has been divided into four sequential episodes of
362student interaction that proceed as follows:

3631. Initial exploration. The students initially work according to certain principles afforded by
364the tools, and are offered starting points to examine network nodes made prominent by the
365algorithms in the visualization tool.
3662. Getting an overview. The students turn from identifying and coloring nodes based on their
367visual prominence to talking about how they are to use the map in accordance with the
368task they have been given to explain the controversy. Here, the category ‘actor with a
369position in the controversy’ becomes relevant.
3703. Exploring connections. The students attend to the edges between nodes to hypothesize
371about how they should be categorized based on their neighbors. In this episode, the
372students decide to reexamine the website vaccine.me which had previously been catego-
373rized as ‘media’.
3744. Struggling to understand actors’ claims. Ana and Ted focus their attention on the website
375vaccine.me in order to establish a category by reading and interpreting claims on the
376website to see whether they could understand them as taking a stance against the vaccine.
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377Vicky interacts as well, also engaged in interpreting the claims, but is instead focused on
378evaluating their trustworthiness.

379In the first three episodes, we can follow how the students orient to and formulate arguments
380they find relevant in relation to the visual means provided by the map. During the activity, the
381students focus on nodes made visually prominent (episode 1), use the map to get an overview
382of the various actors displayed (episode 2), and explore connections between those actors
383(episodes 1 and 3). In the fourth episode, the students struggle to understand the claims made
384by different actors. Through analysis of these episodes, we will show how the production and
385representation of a controversy map is a complex interplay between students, tools and the
386school setting.

387Episode 1: Initial exploration of the data body

388In order to start the task of exploring and categorizing the map, the students begin by removing
389a number of nodes with no connections on the outskirts of the map. They then go on to
390examine the visually larger nodes on the map to determine the type of category to designate for
391the actors. In the following excerpt, Ana and Ted are engaged in examining the largest nodes
392and use the colorization feature of the software to visualize the categories “public /informative”
393(green) and “newspapers/media” (blue).

394Excerpt 1

395

396397100. Ana: this one, this one is in the middle ((finds SBU4 and zooms
398in)), this was (.) the public and media (.) It is SBU yes (.) but it
399was something like, swedish something (looking over at Ted's screen),
400with medications and stuff
401402101. Ted: but it was like public
403404102. Ana: yes
405406103. Ted: it is green
407408104. Ana: ((colors the node SBU green))
409410105. Ted: TV4
4115 412106. Ana: ((moves the pointer between three relatively big nodes, Fig. 4))
413414107. Ana: medicine today ((zooming in on the node (Fig. 5))) it is
415public, no, it feels a bit more
416417108. Ted: ((turning towards Ana’s screen)) wordpress.org that is (.) media
418419109. Ana: yes
420421110. Ted: the medical journal also gets blue
422423111. Ana: ((uses the coloring feature in the program and “loads” the cursor with
424the blue color)), wordpress.org ((Ana clicks on wordpress.org to color it blue, she

4 Swedish agency for health technology assessment and assessment of social services
5 A national television channel
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425focus the pointer on wordpress.org and it becomes evident that even a another node was
426colored, vaccin (Fig. 6)))
427428112. Ana: vaccine point me okay yes, and which one was red? forum
429((zooms out, finds the red node and zooms back in))
430431113. Ana: I think, forums may link to other forums ((follows red arrows
432(the tip is inside the circle of the cursor) and points to Newsvoice, a relatively big node
433with two red arrows pointing to it (Fig. 7)))
434435114. Ana: newsvoice what was that?
436437115. Ted: I don’t know can check up on that
438439116. Ana: I don’t know, think it was quite good (1s) newsvoice it
440feels like some newspaper
441442117. Ted: where did you find that? ((look at his own screen))
443444118. Ana: newsvoice, what was it dot com or was it ((looks at the map
445to see what is says)) point point se aha. Public service for real it says
446here.
447

448In this first episode, we see how the students initially work according to certain principles made
449available by the algorithms. The map as mediational means offers starting points to examine the
450nodes made prominent by the algorithms in the visualization tool. The excerpt shows how the
451students are orient to visually large, centrally located nodes. Initially, they attend to “this one
452is in the middle”, which they collaboratively categorize as “public” (100-104). Then, Ana
453moves her pointer between relatively large nodes, not yet assigned a category (106, Fig. 4) and
454moves on to find candidates for the category “media” (108 – 110). Ana colors the large
455Wordpress.org node blue according to a suggestion from Ted (111). The software’s
456colorization feature then automatically colors a node that points to Wordpress.org, vaccin.me.
457This automated feature is not intentionally chosen by the students and it is possible to have the
458nodes colored individually as well. Another feature of the software then enables Ana to visually
459highlight a selected node (Wordpress.org), and the connections to other nodes (vaccin.me), as
460well as the labels for these nodes, while the other elements of the graph are dimmed (111, Fig.
4616). She then recognizes the auto-coloring by saying “vaccine okay” (112) but does not
462comment further. Instead, she moves on to specify the category “Forum” that was denoted only
463once, proposing that “forums may link to other forums” and following the link from
464Forum to the node Newsvoice (Fig. 7). At this point, the students recognize that this actor needs
465to be examined on the web to be categorized (114-118). The students then move continuously
466between examination of the nodes on the map and interpretation of the claims made by the
467corresponding actors on their websites. Certain categorizations are quickly made based on the

Fig. 4Q5 the cursor (highlighted with a ring by the screencast software) is moved between relatively big, uncolored
nodes on the map
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468names of the websites such as SBU, two medical journals and Wordpress.org, but in many
469cases, the students’ analysis involves more detailed examination. This is the case with
470Newsvoice which is initially assigned the category “media” (“public service for
471real it says here”), but then receives closer examination. Later in Episode 4, we will
472show how students attend to another site that receives further examination, vaccine.me.
473In Episode 1, students orient to and formulate points they find relevant in relation to visual
474means provided by the map. Here the map mediates the students’ activity as two features of the
475tool guide the students’ perception and action when exploring the controversy. Whereas a
476Google search produces a list of websites ordered by Google’s PageRank algorithm, the map
477the students work with is generated from a network that uses an algorithm which moves the
478nodes so that highly connected websites are placed close to each other and centrally on the
479map while websites with no or few links are placed peripherally. The centrally located nodes
480are thus assumed to be more central in the network, while peripherally located nodes with few
481links are assumed to be less relevant. The students make use of this feature when they initially
482delete nodes in an effort to reduce some of the complexity. The feature also occasioned the
483students to hypothesize about categories since highly linked nodes could possibly belong to
484the same category (113), “forums may link to other forums”. Similarly, the feature
485of the software that generates the size of nodes proportional to their number of in-links,
486supports students in initially focusing on the visually largest nodes.

Fig. 5 Ana is zooming in on medicine today [dagensmedicin.se], the cursor highlights the node and its links
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487While the position and size of nodes on the map is determined by an algorithm acting
488on the available data, a third visual means, color, is used manually by the students´ to
489categorize actors based on analysis of the claims made on the corresponding websites.
490The coloring feature itself is provided by the software and students use it to accomplish
491the task of making a legible map by visualizing different categories of actors. It also
492seems to function as a way to remember what they have categorized and what is left to
493explore (as we will highlight in Episode 2). However, the autocoloring feature is
494activated by default and causes additional nodes beyond those selected by the students
495to be colored as well. Ana makes productive use of this autocoloring feature to explore
496associations around the single actor in the category “Forum”. When following red edges
497from this red node to find more nodes that could be designated with that category, she
498finds Newsvoice.
499The students learn to manage the tool sufficiently to be able to move forward with the task,
500operating on and categorizing the content of the websites, whereas the tool itself, Gephi, only
501operates on the relationships between nodes. The students on the one hand, and the features of
502the Gephi software on the other, enact quite different takes on the websites in the network.
503Gephi does not take the content of the websites into account when constructing the map by
504representing websites as nodes, only considering the digital links between them, whereas it
505seems central to the students to operate on and categorize the ‘actors’ represented by the nodes.

Fig. 6 The cursor highlights the node wordpress.org and its neighbor vaccine.me
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506Gephi is a general visualization software for all kinds of networks and has many functions that
507are not relevant for the students. Consequently, the students re-purpose Gephi as a tool fit for
508their specific task. They try out features and decide if and how they can be useful. Gephi then,
509is both an exploration and visualization tool for the network the students are interacting with.
510In a sense, for the students who have no experience with Gephi as a multipurpose tool, Gephi
511plus the specific visualized network is the tool at hand. In this case, we can see how the
512multiple technical possibilities do, at least initially, seem to interfere with the students’work by
513potentially using a logic different to the students´ categorizing practices.
514In the next episode, the students turn from identifying and coloring the nodes based on their
515visual size to talking about how to use the map to perform the task they have been given to
516explain the controversy. Here, categorizing actors as taking a position in the controversy
517becomes particularly relevant.

518Episode 2 Getting an overview

519Just prior to the interaction in the excerpt below, the students talked about what they needed to
520accomplish and finish for this task. They decide that they should finalize the visualization of a
521map, identify actors, interpret the map and explain its appearance. The episode begins as Ana

Fig. 7 The cursor highlighting the node newsvoice
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522is sweeping across the map with the cursor and notices how most of the largest nodes are
523colored blue and green. She pauses the coloring activity and initiates talk about how far they
524have come and what they have done so far:

525Excerpt 2

526527200 Ana: ((moves the pointer around the map)) it feels like (.) It feels
528like we have still (2s) [colored]
529530201 Vicky:((leans forward, looks at Ana)) => >[we have] a pretty good idea
531about< (2s) or uh what were you gonna say?
532533202 Ana:((not looking at Vicky, looking at her computer)): uh yes I was only
534thinking about the map here (.) But you were gonna say we have a
535pretty good idea
536537203 Vicky: I still think (.) I feel we have a pretty good idea of
538(1s) ((looking straight ahead))
539540204 Ted: ((leans forward towards Vicky))
541542205 Vicky: the thing itself ((her hand circular motion)) sort of in
543itself eeh
544545206 Ana: well I feel you have an idea, but I don’t know if you should
546(.)
547548207 Vicky: ((looking at Ana)), mm
549550208 Ana: well I feel a need to know how to explain (.) that is
551planning how to explain it sort of
552553209 Vicky: mm what the press conference will involve
554555210 Ana: really it is-((A teacher approaches the group and ob-
556serves the discussion))
557558211 Ted: and then it's difficult to identify the big actors ((Ana
559looks at Ted's screen))that are against sort of from the map, I think
560561212 Ana: from the map yes exactly that is what the problem is I
562feel
563564213 Ted: I would like to-
565566214 Ana: or how have you done it, let me have a look ((looks at Ted's
567screen))
568569215 Ted: there, there is diet democracy, it was against, and it is
570lying in the middle of everything, I would like to have
571572216 Ana: ((checking her own map)) how did you do it? Did you search
573data laboratory((she locates diet democracy on the map by searching in Gephi’s
574data laboratory, a searchable list of all nodes on the map, asks the program to
575locate the node, the node diet democracy is centered on the screen, Fig. 8)), uh,
576diet (.)democracy
577578217 Ted: I would like to have out here ((pointing to the side of
579his screen))
580581218 Teacher:((breaks to address the whole class about a possibility to travel to
582Stockholm for a competition))
583584219 Ana: (locates the node and colors it pink (Fig. 9)))
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585586In this second episode, the map functions as a mediational means for the students to gain an
587overview of the various nodes categorized and to notice that no prominent actors with a
588position in the controversy have been identified. In this way, the map shifts in meaning and
589purpose; now becoming a means to address an audience with the controversy in mind. In the
590excerpt, the students initially take a step back and formulate what they understand; that they
591might begin to understand the controversy and that they need to be able to explain the
592controversy by using the map. First, Ana moves her cursor around the map noting that they
593have colored a great deal followed by a somewhat hesitant discussion about what they “have
594a pretty good idea about” and whether it is the controversy map or the “thing in

Fig. 8 (left) Opening data laboratory to find a small node on the map (right) the program places the node
centrally on screen

Fig. 9 Ana locates dietdemocracy [kostdemokrati] and colors it pink
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595itself” (200 - 205). They anticipate the need to be able to explain the controversy from the
596map in future activities like the press conference where different positions are to be enacted,
597and planned as the format for the summative assessment at the end of the project (208-211).
598When the map becomes mediational means for addressing an audience with the controversy in
599mind, the category “against” becomes relevant, and an example of this category, diet democ-
600racy, is identified (215). Here, the students address a concern and a difficulty with the map,
601how to find the “big ones” that are against the vaccine (211-212). The problem Ted
602describes with the nodes representing actors that are “against” is that they are placed centrally,
603among many other nodes of other categories (213,215) while he would have preferred them to
604be clustered by themselves (217). As a solution to the problem of finding specific nodes, Ana
605discovers, with help from Ted (214), another feature of the software that allows them to locate
606the node ´diet democracy´ by searching for it in a list view of the nodes and then asking the
607software to center the node on the screen (216, Fig. 8).
608The students address that the “big ones against” – are difficult to find on the map
609thereby showing awareness that there are big actors in the sense of being important in
610explaining the controversy and not merely big as in visually big dots. They make distinctions
611between the controversy per se and the visualization they work on; showing that they
612understand that the map does not directly mirror the controversy. Rather, it is made clear that
613the map is a result of exploring the controversy and can thus be used to explain it. Here we see
614an example of when Gephi is not immediately useful for the task that the students are faced
615with, as the map does not make certain nodes of the controversy easily visible, as understood
616form the student perspective. Instead, it becomes evident to the students that it is the structure
617and relations between websites that is visualized and that the software is accordingly “content
618blind”. Hence the program does not necessarily make available the salient actors according to
619the students’ logic (in terms of being important for the controversy, the amount of “followers”,
620or in terms of “trustworthiness”). When the tool does not guide the students in how to proceed,
621they decide on a course of action together based on the task provided by the teachers and in
622anticipation of what they will need for the upcoming summative assessment activity. Having
623decided upon a course of action, in the third episode the students make particular use of the
624edges visualizing how nodes are linked together and make hypotheses about how neighboring
625actors may belong to the same category.

626Episode 3 Exploring connections

627In this episode, the students continue to work on finding nodes on the map that they can
628categorize as being “against” the vaccine and color them pink:

629Excerpt 3

630631300. Ted: but mothers against gardasil is a pretty big actor
632633301. Ana: now we'll see eh ((locates mothers against Gardasil on the map and
634colors it pink))
635636302. Ted: thus, vaccine, those that they link from
637
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638303. Ana: ((colors the node pink))
639640304. Ted: can be against as well so we will have to check that up
641642305. Ana: ((zooming out, zooming in on the node she just colored)
643644306. Ted: newsvoice is also
645646307. Ana:(( moves the cursor to Mothers against Gardasil to see the connecting
647nodes (Fig. 10)))
648

649Ted and Ana use the map to find more candidates for the category “against” by investigating
650the nodes that are linked to from Mothers against Gardasil (300 - 307), as this is identified as
651a” “big”, pretty big actor”. Ted identifies two actors that they need to examine,
652Vaccin.me (302) and Newsvoice (306), and in response Ana quietly examines the map to see
653for herself what Mothers against Gardasil links to (307). The two identified nodes had
654previously been colored blue (media) by the software (Vaccine) and manually by the students
655(Newsvoice). By attending to the visual means provided, the relations visualized by the colored
656edges between nodes, students are able to discern clusters of nodes rather than working on one
657node at a time in isolation.
658In episodes 2 and 3, we see how the students focus their attention on the categorization of a
659number of actors potentially opposed to the HPV vaccine: Diet democracy, Mothers against
660Gardasil, Vaccine and Newsvoice. They recognize two of them from earlier encounters on
661websites (Diet democracy, and Mothers against Gardasil), but the other two are made visible
662by being connected to the Mothers against Gardasil node. They make use of the feature that
663close nodes often have more in common than those that are far apart. Here, we see another

Fig. 10 Cursor highlighting Mothers against Gardasil [mammormotgardasil.nu] and its neighbor Vaccine
[vaccine.me]
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664example of the sharing of tasks among Ana, Ted and Gephi. Ted introduces the idea that they
665need to check up on some actors because of edges that have been rendered between them,
666while Ana takes a closer look at the relationships between nodes on the map. The tool is
667designed for individual use, so students work in parallel and engage in a dialogue mediated by
668the visual displays. They replicate each other’s performances making sure that their maps are
669coordinated when the other is making a categorization and by sharing nodes between them to
670work efficiently. This arrangement means that they must make explicit what they do and make
671their categorization work known to each other, and hence engage in negotiation and discussion
672of categories.
673Following the decision to investigate certain actors further mediated by the visual means of
674the map showing connections between nodes, the students first attend to the website vaccin.me
675and in the next episode we will show how students struggle to understand the claims made on
676that website.

677Episode 4: Struggling to understand knowledge claims

678In the final episode analysed, the students examine the website vaccin.me with the hypothesis
679that it is incorrectly colored blue (“media”) since it is so closely located to two other actors on
680the map that are clearly against the HPV vaccine (Mothers against Gardasil and Life after the
681vaccine.me They read claims on the website to decide whether they can be interpreted as being
682against the vaccine. Prior to the exchange below, Ted had assertively claimed that the website
683was against the vaccine based on a claim Ana read out loud, but instead of simply agreeing
684with him, Ana and Vicky continue to examine claims on the website. Ana directs their
685attention to another claim on a page with the heading: “Vaccine and side effects: propaganda
686for another round of vaccines is in full swing”:

687Excerpt 4

688689400 Ana: what do they mean here?
690691401 ((Ted and Vicky are looking at Ana’s screen))
692693402 Ana: it says "one propagates even to vaccinate young girls
694against human papilavi,
695696403 Vicky: [yes]
697698404 Ted: [mm]
699700405 Ana: yes exactly, “which is said to cause cervical cancer”
701702406 Vicky: said? ((grimacing, looking at Ana))
703704407 Ana: said, “an association exists but the causal relationship
705is far from clear”. Do they really mean the association between
706HPV and cervical cancer?
707708408 Vicky: yes
709710409 Ana: ((looking at Ted)) that it
711712410 Vicky: yes they mean that
713714411 Ted: yes
715
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716412 Ana: But in that case it is against. "One should be skeptical
717of propaganda for this vaccine"((pointing her finger where she reads))
718719413 Vicky: against?
720721414 Ana: or not against((showing “ “ with hands), but it has a
722723415 Ted: (healthy ?)
724725416 Vicky: HPV then all things we can find like public health author-
726ities ((looking at Ted)) and 117
727728417 Ted: when was this written? ((looking at Ana’s screen))
729730418 Vicky: and Medical products agency
731732419 Ana: ((scrolling up)) 2011
733734420 Vicky: and cancer association, and like all things and all
735kind of public pages and stuff is telling that HPV causes cervi-
736cal cancer or can cause cervical cancer
737738421 ((Ted is turning to his computer))
739740422 Ana: yes
741742423 Vicky: so that thing feels a little made-up
743744424 Ted: color it a little pink then
745746425 Ana: yes ((leaves the website and colors the node pink (Fig. 11)))
747

748In this excerpt, the students are engaged in making sense of statements on vaccin.se. Throughout
749the activity, Ana and Ted focuses their attention on the websites in order to establish a category.
750They read and interpret claims to see whether they can understand them as taking a stance against

Fig. 11 Ana changes the color of node “vaccine.me” from blue (media) to pink (“against the vaccine”)
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751the vaccine (400- 412). Vicky is also engaged in interpreting the claims, but focused on
752evaluating the trustworthiness of the claims. She is critical to claims questioning that papilloma
753viruses cause cervical cancer, but her statements seem to be ignored as Ana and Ted discuss the
754year the webpage was published (416-420). Their struggle to understand the claims in order to
755categorize the website ends when Ted responds to Vicky’s critical evaluation “so that
756things feels a little made-up” with “color it a little pink then” (424).
757In this episode, we see how the students in interaction change an earlier categorization
758made by the auto-coloring feature of the software (shown in Excerpt 1). Ted’s utterance:
759“color it a little pink then” might be seen as a peculiar response to Vicky’s
760questioning the truthfulness of the claims made on the webpage. However, to say that they
761should color the node a “little pink” displays an understanding that the actor is not obviously
762against the HPV vaccine. As Vicky’s questioning of the claims made on the page are not seen
763as contributing to resolving the categorization problem, suggesting “a little pink” category can
764be seen as a way to acknowledge Vicky’s challenging of the claims while allowing the group
765to complete the categorizing of the node and move on to the next. In order to achieve
766coordinated action Ted must display to his interlocutors the intelligibility of the events they
767are engaged in, including the kind of activities that are in progress and what they expect to
768happen next (Linell 1998).
769The software is not developed to provide users with visual means to determine whether the
770claims on the websites are trustworthy or substantiated with evidence. The category is
771discussed and specifically here brought up by Vicky, when she provides counterclaims to
772what is claimed at the page that it is not clear whether papillomavirus causes cancer (416, 418,
773420). The approach “to separate legitimate from illegitimate knowledge claims” is made
774relevant by the task provided by the teachers. In the task, the aims and purposes of this project
775is coupled to the goals in the curriculum. The activity Ana and Ted are engaged in using the
776tools for exploratory purposes, in line with the STS scholars that developed these tools, to
777render the actors and their relations available for interpretation (Marres 2015).

778Discussion

779In this study we have reported on how digital mapping tools developed for exploring and
780visualizing controversial issues in the STS field work together with the local context to mediate
781collaborative handling of online information. The study aligns with the key concern within
782CSCL of helping people effectively engage in handling multiple perspectives and uncertainties
783of information in the internet age (Wise and Schwarz 2017). It expands on previous studies of
784the role representations in the learning process (Kolloffel et al. 2011) by focusing on students’
785communication and adds to existing research on how representations/visualizations in curric-
786ular interventions become productive resources in the learning process (Furberg et al. 2013). In
787this way, the study further extends the research base by detailing ways network visualization
788tools may provide means for working out what is relevant and useful in extensive corpora of
789online data. The detailed analysis of chronologically organized episodes from one group of
790students reveals how they used and responded to the various mediating features of the tools;
791and how particular affordances and constraints interplayed with other mediational means in the
792local context. The findings point to several important issues related to the a core concern of
793CSCL, the unique advantages of interactive tools when used by collaborators during the course
794of their meaning making (Stahl et al. 2006).
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795The first issue of particular importance that we wish to highlight addresses how the network
796mapping technology supported students in selecting, analyzing, and critically reviewing online
797material. Throughout the selected episodes, the students did not merely simplify, but attempted
798to display the nodes neatly, focusing attention by coloring certain nodes, clearing out elements
799deemed irrelevant to the controversy, and attending to making a map that could be used for
800presentation in ways similar to those seen when the tools are used in university settings
801(Boechat and Venturini 2016). In this sense, the study provides another account of knowledge
802production rather than re-production in a collaborative process with and through digital
803technology that follows in the established tradition of descriptive studies in CSCL (Stahl
804et al. 2006). Specifically, it reveals the collaborative activity of making meaning from a vast
805diversity of information presented online opening up for a process where students’ produce
806new knowledge in the form of maps by demonstrating skills in selecting, analyzing and critical
807reviewing. Both Google and the mapping tool, Gephi, make use of algorithms to order and
808display information, representing particular logics built on specific assumptions about what
809kind of information should be made prominent and how one should identify its most relevant
810components. In the classroom examined here, there is an interplay between Google’s
811PageRank algorithm, Gephi’s algorithms, and the mediational means that gain salience in
812the local context. The interplay of these algorithmic logics with the logics of instructional
813context guide students in identifying what they need to know and in selecting what is most
814relevant from a corpus of data consisting of traces of their activities and websites visited. This
815is in stark contrast to more traditional educational situations where students typically rely on
816teachers, experts or scientific methods (Schwendimann and Linn 2016). In the case of Gephi,
817the developers have intended to guide the interpretation of data in particular ways by grouping
818nodes (websites in this study) that are connected by many edges (hyperlinks in this study),
819making the assumption that the more connected nodes are, the more they have in common
820(Jacomy et al. 2014). The layout algorithm used in this study, ForceAtlas, mediates the way
821that the corpus of websites is visually organized and thus how meaning may be made of its
822topography, but this process relies solely on the quantity of edges between nodes leaving the
823algorithm blind to the particular attributes of the nodes themselves. In this way, the tool
824operates on the corpus of websites with a distinctly different logic to the students who
825extensively attend to the content of the different websites in trying to make meaning of how
826a controversy is presented online.
827Highlighting the issue of alignment between the tools and the students’ logics, in
828Episodes1-3 we see how the students collaboratively interact with the tools and use them for
829the purposes of the project at hand. This is similar to many earlier CSCL studies (cf. Furberg
8302016; Kolloffel et al. 2011), however, the case examined in this study follows in the tradition
831of a smaller group of CSCL projects that have investigated the collaborative use of non-school
832specific technologies in school settings (cf. Cekaite 2009; Forte 2015). The mapping tools
833studied here were developed for research in science and technology studies and are not always
834aligned with the school project where students are faced with the challenge to categorize the
835content of what appears in the map as nodes while the software is only operating on the
836relationship between nodes agnostic to their content relationships. It has been argued that it
837isn’t necessarily the best possible alignment by tools to students’ logic that produce the best
838pedagogical result and that in fact some mismatches between a tool’s logic and the process
839students engage in might be beneficial (Hillman 2014). In this sense, the analysis in this paper
840reveals how aspects of the tools became what Davis and Sumara (2014) refer to as ‘enabling
841constraints’. That is, structural conditions that help to create a balance between coherence and
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842randomness, or in this case between a certain way of describing controversies and the freedom
843to freely explore. Our findings suggest that exposing students to tools developed for slightly
844different settings and processes was productive as it prompted students to engage in the
845exploration and negotiation of how to make sense of the controversy, as well as of the maps
846themselves. In particular, students are seen to be involved in elaborate and potentially
847productive discussions in episode 2 where they discuss the difference between the controversy
848per se and the visualization they have made to explain it.
849A number of software applications have been developed to support learning about complex
850systems, such as social network graphs that provide visualization affordances that have been
851reported to have moved students to a more complex understanding of SSIs (Yoon 2011). One
852particular affordance with the mapping tool used here is that it slowed down the process of
853examining and categorizing the actors as students worked to represent the SSI complexity
854through emergent categories. The students summarized the controversy in terms of three
855emergent category schemes that described actors as institutions such as media and government
856agencies, as being positioned as opposing the vaccine, and as trustworthy or not. The students
857assembled elements that did not fit together into larger schemes. They handled a variety of
858orders: types of actors, discourses, and logics. Law and Mol (2002) have described how, when
859addressing complexities in the social sciences, different orders work and relate in different
860ways. Regarding the SSIs the students rendered legible here different nodes of ordering,
861different types of justification for inclusion and different discourses overlapped and interfered
862with one another. For instance, the students established a category “opposed to the vaccine”,
863but no category “in favor of the vaccine”, a category which might be expected to be established
864when mapping a controversy. But many of the sites categorized as governmental institutions
865could in fact be categorized as being in favor of vaccination, and are examples of how the
866different possible categories and ways to order the actors overlaps.
867A final issue that we will address concerns how the tool challenges and is challenged by the
868science curriculum. An interesting contribution from the use of these digital mapping tools and
869an illustrative example of how the tools are challenging school, or the goals of the school
870subject science, is exemplified in Episode 4. The curriculum states that students are to separate
871scientific from non-scientific claims. We have demonstrated how the students struggled to
872understand claims made by actors that were opposed to the vaccine, and not simply dismiss
873them as “made up” by evaluating them in terms of trustworthiness. The mapping method
874allows for the presence of what can be termed ‘disagreeing minorities’. Vicky worked
875according to what can be described as a demarcationist approach, which is alluded to in the
876curriculum as well, to use the mapping to adjudicate between sources. With such an approach,
877the idea is to identify trustworthy and reliable sources from others. Making credibility
878judgments and coming to a shared understanding of what constitutes credibility has become
879an important aspect of engaging with social media and the internet more generally in
880classrooms (Forte 2015). The STS scholars that developed the tools used in this study on
881the other hand, primarily aim to facilitate the exploration of controversy. They work according
882to the principle that cartographers would respect the actors they observe and thus not neglect
883actors’ ideas just because they are not based on scientific theory or methodology (Venturini
8842010b). Controversy analysis does not seek to establish the legitimacy of knowledge disputes,
885but instead uses tools for exploratory purposes; namely to detect relations between substantive
886arguments and socially and politically located actors and to render such relations available for
887interpretation. There is a tension between these two different approaches one can take to
888understanding controversies, with both sides seen in the classroom studied. One approach is
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889made relevant by the curriculum and the traditional science education approach and the other
890by the STS approach to using the mapping tools.

891Implications for research and practice

892In the following concluding remarks, some implications for educational research and practice
893raised by this study will be discussed along with an account of the limitations of the current
894study. The research approach taken here contributes to fundamental understanding of how
895students collaboratively interact with tools introduced to explore and visualize SSIs encoun-
896tered unfiltered on the Internet. In this study, to support collaborative learning and knowledge
897building, we contribute with a detailed report on how small groups of learners construct shared
898meaning using various artifacts and media in line with an established tradition of CSCL studies
899(Stahl et al. 2006). We have offered a sociocultural framework as a plausible approach for
900unpacking rich descriptions of student practices with an analysis aimed at revealing what
901students are doing in moment-to-moment interaction. For those who ask evaluative questions
902regarding the effectiveness of teaching and learning, this approach is clearly limiting. How-
903ever, this work, including a previous study (Solli et al. 2017) where we described how students
904share the map with peers and use it to point out stakeholders, explain their arguments and
905discuss the reliability of various sites, contributes to providing an analytic grounding for
906informing the design of tools in better resonance with existing practices. This ground is also
907equally valuable for applied research that engages with normative considerations for develop-
908ing classroom practices concerning the handling complex issues presented online.
909In this study, we focus on the use of the mapping software by reporting on an attempt to
910introduce digital mapping tools developed for university courses in STS to science in upper
911secondary school. No doubt the students in this study do not make as rich maps as STS
912university students who are taught by scholars dedicated to this area. And the students not
913captured in the data and not chosen for analysis might have encountered more problems than
914the group we report on here. We chose to analyze the creation of a map that was rather
915complex and thoroughly worked on. The student group selected for analysis in this study
916managed the difficult task of making a complex network visualization more legible and
917communicable to other students. The students in the group used the digital mapping tool that
918offers multiple affordances in one tool. It enabled navigation through data from zooming in on
919a single data-point and out to a “landscape” of connected data points - accordingly moving
920from an overview, zooming and focusing on details if necessary and filter data for more
921relevant visualizations. The students in our example were encouraged to engage with their
922networks and sometimes to struggle with them, to challenge and search for justification for the
923previous decisions on categories and open up to findings that they may not have thought about.
924Similar to the findings that concept maps compared to expert knowledge provided means for
925students to work out what is relevant and useful (Schwendimann and Linn 2016), the work
926with the visual representation and supported by guiding questions oriented the students
927towards what was relevant and useful when exploring controversies rather than merely
928focusing on the somewhat simple dichotomy between scientific and unscientific claims that
929is attended to in the curriculum.
930In our study, however, the students had to handle a very complex task when working with
931onemap where they needed to determine: 1) who the actors were 2) what their arguments were
9323) how they were connected to other actors in the controversy 4) when things were written etc.
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933In this project within a period of three weeks, we decided to work with this combination of
934webcrawling and network visualization tools for students to make one map. For future work
935we would in accordance with Venturini et al. (2015) suggest that students make if not a
936collection of maps, an atlas, at least some with different views of the controversy such as levels
937of detail, ways of categorizing actors, and techniques of representation. In addition to showing
938the network of actors as students did in this study one map could visualize what is debated in
939the controversy and how knowledge claims are connected to other claims or topics. In this
940way, students would show that statements in controversies are not isolated, but always
941connected in dialogues. A second map would map out who is involved in the controversy.
942Plotting who shares arguments in a so called “actors– arguments table” is often suggested
943when mapping controversies. In addition to presenting what controversies are about, who is
944involved in them and how they join or oppose their forces, students could also show how a
945controversy evolves in time. We would agree with Venturini el al. that it seems important to
946“break down the richness of a controversy and then rebuild it through a chain of subsequent
947representations” (Venturini et al. 2015, p 80). Attempting to make one single map in order to
948keep together the complexity of controversies and make it legible is a particularly difficult task,
949but many maps gathered in ‘an atlas’ might be more manageable.
950Developing controversy mapping into a commonplace tool in schools would require
951significant development work on the tools and require support for teachers faced with the
952challenge of choosing when, whether and how to use them. This study offers an initial
953exploration of the possibilities for supporting educational activities with these tools, but
954continued examination of the different ways teachers might take up these digital mapping
955tools would be an important area for further investigation. In order for these tools to work in
956upper secondary education settings where teachers are not focused on digital methods or
957controversy mapping per se (as is the situation in the university courses where these tools have
958been used previously), a key question is how controversy mapping tools and approaches can
959be designed when the aims are not focused on research and advanced courses in higher
960education, but instead on usefulness, reliability, and sustainability for educational settings.
961Further development is needed before these methods and software are made widely available
962to upper secondary schools in general. Although a new a webcrawling tool, Hyphe, is currently
963under development, work needs to be done to develop software and accompanying pedagog-
964ical approaches that are stable, supported and tailored so that teachers not specifically trained
965to handle these programs can use them successfully given the limited time available in schools
966for teachers to engage in exploring new tools and approaches.
967As mentioned at the beginning of this paper, providing students with opportunities for
968handling complex information online is necessary for developing democratic literacy. Two
969decades ago, the Internet was frequently viewed through a utopian lens; scholars espoused that
970online search results would provide citizens with viewpoint diversity. More recently we have
971become aware of how search engines and algorithms distribute, shape, suppress or bias
972information and it is pertinent that schools play a role in giving students the opportunity to
973examine and reflect upon this situation. With increased opportunities to choose internet based
974resources for educational purposes and the accompanying challenge to support students to
975develop the skills required for digital participation, we are only beginning to understand how
976students could be learning and participating as citizens in the digital age (Wise and Schwarz
9772017). In this paper, we illustrate the importance of mediational means provided by the
978features of a digital mapping tool and how learning about the technical side of the visual
979representation, was integral to this process. The results of our study suggest that instructional
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980approaches committed to dialogical interaction, and which incorporate the use of digital
981visualization tools producing controversy maps, show promise for analyzing online material
982and handling the complexity of SSI discourses introduced in the classroom.
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986Appendix 1: Transcript conventions

988[text] 989Simultaneous/overlapping utterances
990(3 s) 991Shows pauses from 1 s and longer
992(.) 993Pauses shorter than one second
994? 995Marks intonation of a question
996. 997Falling pitch or intonation
998Text 999Underlining indicates emphasis
1000((text)) 1001Transcribers´ commentaries on: inaudibility, nonverbal aspects, characterizations of
1002how talk was delivered, extra discursive activities
1003texto 1004Indicates reduced volume speech
1005<text> 1006Indicates that enclosed speech was delivered more rapidly than usual for the speaker
1007“text” 1008When speaker read text on screen out loud
1009
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